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roof boarding, and the man who works it is so
satisfied with its security that he lives in the
tunnel day & night, as it is the best shelter &
warmest place to be had here. Three times
a day I go in, & put in two roof boards, one under
the middle of a bricks line of bricks, & another under a
joint thus [] I tried putting the
boards only under the joints, but a brick drops out
then before I can board up the end of it at the
next joint. Thus we get three bricks length
(about 5 feet, with joints) done each day. The whole
tunnel is about 6 ft high and 2 1/2 ft wide. There
remains about 80 ft to be done before we should hit
the masonry of the chamber.

Another portrait found today was completely eaten
up by white ants (?): only a chip 1/2 inch wide was
to be found.

Next day another portrait N; very good work &
in perfectly bright fresh condition, only cracked
clean in two, which is very little matter. It is
of a young man, with a bright beaming
expression. It was buried with 6 or 8 plain
mummies all in one hole, lying close one
on another. Evidently another family
clearance. 2 tbs more minimi in a pot;
rather later than the others; Theodosius II, Mercian,
& Leo, I recognise in the 2% or so that are legible.
Some are barbaric imitations, even of that barbarism.
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A still lower depth next day; a pot full of
plain discs of copper foil without any stamping
at all. I hardly thought anything could be
worse than the barbarians of Leo, &c.

No further events

Letters only received last week, from
The Larches & home. This week I send to
post so cannot acknowledge any

IX- Medt -el F. Feb. 27 -

Mrs Petrie -
8. Crescent Rd

Bromley,
Kent-
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X
19 - 26 Feb 1888

I despatched three boxes of skulls
& heads, & one of pottery &c to Mr. Hewat; & had
back by the same camel a load of wood for
boxing up the mummies. I at last got a
bother settled about my bridge; some three weeks
ago it was wholly carried off one night for
the sake of the wood. I sent two men after it, &
they found tracks which they assigned to it, leading
to a mill about 1/2 mile off. They went on & gave my
message to the shekh of Hawara that my bridge must
be restored. He came & protested much, but did
nothing. So after a week I complained to the
Mudir. He summoned the shekh, & told him
to see to the matter. Meanwhile Hewat on hearing
my tale fired up as to <water> mills being there at all,
& said they were not allowed, as they drew off the
high irrigation water & ran it down to the low
level: he said he must have the mills (for there
were three) destroyed, as illegal. Now one mill
(if not all) belongs to the shekh. So this edict was at
once construed as retaliation on my part for
the theft. At last the shekh came & paid up for
the wood; and what is to become of the mills
I know not yet.

A nice portrait O - unluckily cracked in two - of a little girl
of 6 or 7 years old, was found. The mummy was not
worth keeping, but of course I kept the head for
comparison. Several gaudy stuccoed cloth
coverings for the head & chest were found. The
faces are gilt, the robe painted purple or pink, &
the arms & hands flesh colour with gilt rings
& bracelets painted on. The right hand holds a garland.
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These are always more or less crushed up, as the
stucco is very frail: and in one case today
they were jammed two in a grave in a way
which clearly shewed that they had been put in
together, & without much ceremony. Another
clearing out of family mums from the house.

The well-tombs seem to have been all rifled. One
about 40 ft deep we got into today. The chamber
roof had caved down a good deal, & the chamber
was half full of water. This shews that water
level has risen at least 3 ft here. There
were scraps from an early interment. A bit of an
alabaster canopic jar for one Iii ([]), a
piece of a little fish shaped dish, with the fish marks
roughly painted, both of these I should say were of
XX - XXII dynasty. And with them the neck of a
so called Cypriot jar, with dummy neck []
solid, having had a spout on the side.

It is very interesting finding this type up here
with XX dyn objects; as it is just what
Griffith found in the Tell Yehudiyeh tombs,
with which he puts to XX dyn. There it was
reckoned an importation from Cyprus; here it
can hardly be such.

A little time ago we found a plano convex glass
like the supposed lens from San. Now we have
another, & in such a perfect state that one
can examine its effects. It is not sufficiently
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regularly polished to serve as a lens for magnifying;
but all three are of the very whitest glass, & therefore
presumably not for ornament but for
optical use. This one acts as a bull’s eye
condenser admirably; and I think that must have
been the purpose of all three lenses.

Beneath the head of a mummy, buried in plain
ground without any special tomb, was found a
thick roll of Greek papyrus. About half or
a third is rotted away, the rest is in bright
condition. There remains about 3 or 4 ft length
11 inches high <wide margins top & bottom> with 22 lines of exquisite 
uncial
Greek. I have not opened it much, as I
fear losing parts which are rotted. This much
is clear, that it is poetry, the lines being of irregular
length; and I suspect Homer from the fragments I
have seen, which contain []
[]; some numbers as
[], suggest that it might
be the catalogue of the ships. Though this is but a
portion, I should say it is worth our week’s work
& good piece of any text of a classic of the 2nd or
3rd cent. is a valuable find, which will I suppose
be edited, facsimiled, commented on &
collated for future editions.

A leaden simpulum is curious, as the bowl is []
turned lead, & the stem cast & soldered on.
Three different little glass phials have been
found [] clo empty, closed with wax at the top,
a bit of thread around the neck, & then
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placed inside a rough pottery jar, in two cases filled
up with ashes, in one case empty; the jar closed
over with a plastering of mud. Are these real
working lachrymatories? I think so.

I have noted the probable development of mummy
ornamentation in Roman times, judging by the
resemblances of the examples: and I think I can put
half a dozen stages of the custom in their proper
order. We get a handful of fragments of <Greek> papyri,
with perhaps 20 words or so each, every day; mostly
accounts & such like waster scraps. They are
generally jammed up into a lump used for
stuffing into something, or making a ball. In short
their accidents are much like those of a lot of
waster paper now-a-days.

Another portrait, of a young lady who was
tolerably good looking, & evidently thought herself
still more so. This is in perfectly fresh condition,
just as when painted, & only a single slight crack
at the top. But the wretch who found it gave
some ugly scrapes with his finger nails, which
shew on near inspection. What strikes one
most in the technique of all these portraits is
the very modern style in which the effect is
produced; there is no finicking smooth work about
it, but it is almost as rough as Constable or
Turner, on the surface. At five inches from the eye,
it seems a rough irregular patchwork of dabs
of colour; at five feet off the blending is perfect,
& the effect could not be bettered by any different
handling.

A scrap of coarse cloth was found in between the
bricks of the pyramid, cloth of the XII.th dynasty therefore.
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X.

The same day another portrait; but unluckily
the man smashed it into splinters, & then came
half-frightened running after me with a piece.
I think on the whole we have had but a small
proportion of losses. Out of six <seven>teen up to the present
about a third of one was lost by breakage, & this one:
broken up, but nearly every chip recovered by searching
the dust. Considering that these portraits are on
panel as thin as a sheet of veneer, and are buried
in the ground without any protection, the dust
lying loose on the painting, or on a cloth over it,
I think 10 per cent of damages shews pretty careful digging.
I hunted all the dust twice over, and only two very
narrow splinters are missing. The painting is not
so good as the others for art, being more like the
scrawly Pompeian work, & done in water colour
prepared to prevent it from readily washing off,
perhaps with some white of egg, but certainly not
waxed. It is however the more interesting, as
being probably an earlier example of more
purely Italian work, before the painter adapted
himself to the Egyptian taste. The grain of the wood
ran across the face, instead of up & down as all the
others do.

A large piece of papyrus with lists or accounts, two
dozen lines, & two pages of it with other writing on
verso. Also a glass cup, a bit out of the side anciently;
also a green glass phial []. A branding iron, like
the modern form. And a hideous terracotta squatting
female figure of the common style, but with a plait
of real hair stuck on to the head. This is equal to
the “real pump”! So much for one day.

A dull day, and then another portrait; a young
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man who was no beauty certainly anyhow:
he looks as if he would have made a very
conscientious hardworking curate, with a
tendency to pulpit hysterics. This is number 17
in four weeks work on tombs; at this rate we
shall make up a jubilee before its done!

Also another perished one, which I don’t count;
but which is of great interest for the history of
this school. All the face is hopelessly gone I
fear; dust stuck over it, & all the paint
gone to dust beneath; but just the drapery
which was covered with the bandages is
preserved. It is a watercolour, thin, & whitish
in tone. A clear glass drinking cup, so thin as to
feel elastic in the hand, was found in a recess on
the outside of a tomb. There are several tombs just
like modern Egyptian tombs; []
raised masses covered
with plaster & sometimes painted in patterns.
Sometimes with external recesses [] in the ends
to place offerings in, & sometimes built in the
middle of a pain chamber, with <painted> imitation
marble walls. So far we have never found
any portraits in such tombs. I rather think
such were made immediately on decease when
the body was buried as soon as prepared. While
the grand stuccoed & painted mummies, & the
painted portait panel mummies were kept
for years in the house, & finally huddled away
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a lot at a time irregularly into any sort of hole!
Such is our finding so far. The more elaborate
the get-up of the mummy, the rougher is the
burial, & the more are they found lumped
together.

I should not much care to spend a whole season
in nothing but grubbing Roman tombs; but all
this time the Pyramid tunnel is going on as fast
as such work can, and I am constantly looking
after it. The tomb work mean while serves
to supply the needful excitement, & wh will
make both ends meet, or rather overlap.

I found the remains of a very grand Pto tomb
of perhaps XXX dyn. The pavement, of fine white
limestone, & a large handsome stone well
remain. The fragments of funeral furniture
lying about are all good; and if the sarcophagus
should be still below it may prove a prize. We
are clearing the well. I do not think that this
has been reappropriated in late times, as most of
the wells seem to have been.

No one would suppose, who has not tried it, what an
immense amount of time & care is needful to
preserve things: it is very little good to find things
if they will come to grief before they could be
seen. A bag full of bits of embroidered cloth
came in; and if I can clean ten pieces in an hour
I have done well. Each bit requires soaking,
soaping very carefully, rubbing it between the
palms of the hands, & then many rinsings. In
this way I clean pieces which are half rotten & all in
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tattered state. Then this sarcophagus has been a
terror to me. I began waxing it with a hot iron, &
found it very slow work. Then I spread a lot
of melted wax ready to melt in, & as soon as it
cooled it warped up in flakes []
& carried up all the painting on it!! So here was
the whole affair lying loose. I covered it with
sheets of paper pro. temp., & tried in vain to get a
grate for charcoal. At last I made a grid
with stout wire, lit a charcoal fire on it, &
then supported that 8 inches above the wax.
This melted it, & let it all down in place again.
So it is now all safe, tight waxed on. This is
the way to wax things; put them under a
charcoal brazier, & pour on melted wax with
a spoon. Then <I have> only <1/2 done> the lid; how much I ought to
do to the inside I cannot yet decide.

Then I found inscribed wooden tablets, with the
writing on wax. These were half rotten, salt,
& the wax coming off freely. I almost despaired of
saving them: so I first made a facsimile copy. Then
I floated all the pieces in water, which turned
brown with soluble dirt, then a second water, three
days in all. Dried in the shade. And then found
the wax barely sticking on. So I heated the
pieces, & rewaxed them with just enough wax
to soak them solid: the ancient wax not remelting
enough to run. So now without much loss the
tablets are sound for a thousand years more.

On Saturday morning we turned up another portrait;
a middle aged woman with bead necklace, of very
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X.

tolerable work. I gooded myself on getting in
five this week, when suddenly two more
turned up; a rather gawky young man, & a
fairish head of a girl, the drapery & hair well
massed, with a green necklace. While paying
off at noon, I measured up a trench a man
had cut, saw he had gone through some
mummy ground & asked if there was
anything. Reply, no. Two I paid him up, &
we walked off. But two boys had slipped in to
the hole by a fall of the side; & soon we saw
them running off to my tent bearing a mummy
they had found with a portrait, & they had
also a second portrait from a broken mummy.
My verdict was all the bakhshish to the
boys, as the man had finished. He was very
sore at such a narrow slip; as he would
have got about a fortnights wages as
bakhshsish. These portraits are of a young man
excellent work, & good condition, but much
split; it will join up all right however. The
other is a youngish man also; ugly in subject &
rather a daub in execution, but in good
condition. So that is 9 this week, 22 in all.
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X. Medt F. 26-

Mrs Petrie
8. Crescent Rd,

Bromley, Kent-
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XI.
26 Feb - 3 Mar. 1888

I despatched the usual
weekly camel-load of mummies, &c, to Medinet,
& got back the return cargo of some empties.
Next day seemed rather dull; there was no
portrait, and only three glass phials [] until
the evening, when I got a table of offerings in
limestone, apparently of Roman age, by the debased
style of the hieroglyphs. It is curious, however, as
the name of the person was [] taken
from the name of Amenemhat III, shewing how
late he was remembered here. This agrees
with some bits of late gilt mummy bandages
with the name [] on one. Also came in
a little Greek tombstone, I should []
think late Ptolemaic <by the style>; recording
certain Alypos who died in
the month Dius, the 55th year. By the month
being named this cannot be the 55th year of his age; & as
no Ptolemy or Emperor reigned 55 years I should think
it dates from the Actian era, and is therefore 26 A.D.

A curious find was a small pot with some
hundreds of minimi, every one broken or cut in
two. They range from Gratian & Iovinian to Arcadius.
This confirms, what I had previously guessed from
the find of dummy minimi (blank foils), that these
were really deposited with interments, & not
merely hidden of away in a disused grave tomb
chamber. They were doubtless cut & broken to
prevent their being stolen for circulating again.

I have become so accustomed to a supply of portraits
that I am uneasy if a couple of days pass blank. So
it was a relief when one came in next
afternoon. It is cracked across, & has some dust stuck
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on the face; but it is in sound condition & will
clean quite well. It is a young lady, with
three gold necklaces, & earrings. The style is rather
different to others, but not at all bad.

Next day’s <first> portrait was a most interesting
variety, both in subject & treatment. It is
of a powerful man of about 45; the panel
ending at the collarbone, there is no drapery as
in all the others. The style is much more akin
to watercolour washes, than to the pasticcio
of many of the other portraits. The flesh shading
about the facial lines & the forehead is excellent;
and the hair is massed in without any attempt at
lining [] such as the poorer examples shew. Very
ingeniously the effect of light seen through the scattered
hairs around the head is given by the outer edge
being done in grey instead of black, the background
being white.

While writing this another mummy comes borne
round the corner; this portrait <of a youngish man> is of good
ordinary style, and is very good state, being on
rather thicker panel, & so only slightly
cracked. He has a border of gilt stucco with vine
in relief all round; like the little boy that was
our third or fourth. This is the twenty fifth.
I went off for a walk in the afternoon, to see if
there was anything more in the desert NE of this,
along the edge of the cultivation, but it seems
undisturbed. When I came back I found another
portrait mummy waiting at the tent. This is
a charming head of a girl, with an ingenuous
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speaking expression, yet very modern in appearance,
such as one might meet in any drawing room
now-a-days. She wears a double necklace &
earings, & has the hair shortish & trained back,
different to most others. This is in excellent
condition, with only one <slight> crack, & clean & firm.
But beside this I found Muhamud getting
out a mummy with a stucco & gilt head & chestpiece.
This is the earliest of all these that I
have seen; being far less tawdry & more
simple & good in the art. It is in almost perfect
state. It represents a woman with fine features
rather formal & smirky in style, with hair very
neatly curled round the forehead; the eyes of black
& white glass inlaid, the eyelashes of copper foil [].
In the right hand a pink flower wreath & on the
wrists twisted bracelets with serpents heads. On the
top of the head is the vulture pained, & - most
strange - across the top of the head the inscription
[]. This does not end like a name,
& yet, given such a length, there is no reason for
abbreviating. All the face, bust & arms, are
modelled in stucco on cartonnage, & gilt; the top
of the head & back with adoration to Osiris is painted.
It is a little cracked, but otherwise in perfect state,
& firm for travelling. So all the finds of
today are what auctioneers call “highly desirable”.
Of course there is a handful of bits of Greek papyri,
as there is every day.

Next day was but dull, but I must not complain
as we have already in hand what will well account for this
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week’s work. One wretched little portrait of a baby, done
in water colours, & all or nearly all flaked away, a bit
of an eye & half a neck is about all. It shews however
a rather different style of watercolours. Some
compensation came, in an extra amount of papyri,
all broken bits of accounts, &c. One gives the name
of Tiberius, so that dates them. They come from an old
pit filled up with rubbish, & then all built over, up
to 12 or 15 ft above the rubbish. It was a hideous
day; from 11 to 4 it blew a sandstorm which filled
one’s eyes & nose, & made it almost impossible to
open an eye to see anything. We have had a
bad piece in the pyramid, the courses sloping down []
<for 20 ft or so> & very wide joints so that the sand poured out, &
loosened all the bricks, for they are only laid in
loose sand. This is past now & courses run level,
but we have come to some much smaller bricks.
There is no expectation of seeing the middle of it till
the end of next week, or beginning of the one after.

Next day we got down into the chamber of a great
tomb well. I did not go down as there were no steps <foot holes>
& I rather distrusted being lowered by ropes; as it was
only Ptolemaic & all under water I did not think it
worth while. Muhd raked over the place, & gave me a
plan of it all when he came up. There were in one
chamber at the side of the passage, a mummy (nothing
in it) & 8 canopic jars, all perfect, the heads of the best
Ptolemaic work, & long inscriptions for one Aufankh
[], son of Horuta, born of the widow Nekht bast ru
on 4, & Ankhtet on the other 4. How either the man or his
father could have two mothers I don’t see: not yet
what he wanted with 8 canopic jars. However there
they are, a magnificent set. Further in, was an
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XI

<26.7 to 3 m. compd>
immense room, with two unopened stone sarcophagi
uninscribed, & four mummies in their wooden
cases “floating about like ships, at their pleasure”
as Muhd said. This room was waist deep in water.
I do not think it worth while to ransack all those
mummies; one I had up was solid with bitumen,
& when I broke it up it contained no amulets
inside. The inscriptions on the wooden cases
are all gone with the water; but the cases are
of very hard tough wood which has lasted
firm to this day, & <they> still float about in this
strange lake. Of course all was deposited in
dry condition; but the rise of the water level
has inundated it. M The inscriptions on the
jars are the longest I have ever seen, about 200
signs on each, in three or four columns. Osiris is
called “in the midst of the lake land (Fayum) and
Bast is also the same. There is no mention of
Sebak.

Just as I finished washing these up by sunset,
Muhd was said to be stopping for a mummy. & soon
another portrait mummy came in from one
of the surface tombs. It is most beautifully
bandaged, with painted bands around the portrait;
as that is in good state on thick panel I shall
leave it on the mummy. It is of a girl, in good
st firm & clean condition, but hard & rather
poor in style.

Next day another portrait, of a young man,
of clear, careful, hard work, without any enterprise:
it might perhaps be an early piece by one of the good
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masters, rather than an ultimatum of a poor
hand. It is remarkably thin & even in the laying
on of the colour. The condition is perfect, except
being split clean in two, - an accident which does
not account for much, as it can be so readily
remedied when the panel is mounted. Next
under this portrait mummy, evidently buried
at the same time, was a man with an inscripn

daubed on in black paint all over his bandages;
unfortunately mostly rotted, but the upper part I
could cut off; here it is []; and
beneath him a wooden
tablet with [] From the style of the characters
this can be pretty well dated, & this will date the
portrait. I should think it is of ab about 200 AD.
If Diogenes had been in better condition I would
have brought him away whole. A large red
pottery dish inscribed by one [] was found
elsewhere.

Sayce confirms my guess that the papyrus is
of the Iliad; from the scraps I transcribed he
says it is part of the 2nd book. He is anxious to
get it for the Bodleian, & desires me to consult
with certain authorities to ensure its being
remitted to me at Bulak.

A good week on the whole; 6 portraits, mostly
fine, & the set of canopic jars.

Mrs Petrie. 8. Crescent Rd

Bromley, Kent-
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[XII]
4 - 10 March 1888 

I went into Medinet to get
cash; I generally get enough for three weeks or
so, & bury it in the ground in my tent. It
was a howling khamasin day, with everything
in a haze of sand. Hewat was away inspecting
so I did not see him. It occurred to me what
the meaning of that strange name []
is. It is a pure Egyptian name exactly transliterated,
[], Ari-n-amen, “created by Amen”, only
the god’s name is put first & makes it Amenarin,
or Ammonarin according to the Greek rendering.
The portrait of next day was of a young lady with
gold earrings & necklace, well painted, & the paint in
good state, but unfortunately split into several pieces.
It will be repairable however. And It has - for the
first time - the name written half on either side of
the neck, []. This seems to be a pure
Egyptian name, [] Isi-ari-s “Isis creates”
just like the “created by Amen”. Shortly after another
portrait - of a man - was found close by it, but
unfortunately mainly rotted away; but it had
also part of a name beginning [].... . Another
portrait was found of which only flakes of paint
remained, nearly all the wood having been eaten
by worms or white ants. These names are
important as they are certainly not Greek or Roman;
& they shew therefore that the portraits belong rather
to native Egyptians than to foreign officials or settlers
who might have adopted mummifying.

A rare piece of glass was found; a bit of a large vase
with a head cut on it, the surface ground out sunk, &
the features & hair outlined on it. A wooden label for
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a mummy is curiously explicit, []
Apolinaris seems to have been some functionary of
the market at Arsinoe. I see now that the other
wooden label of Dionysos ends [].
A receipt turned up today in perfect state; it is given
by Quintus Senas son of Quintus to Gaius Julius
for the sum of 10 drachmae “[]”,
if it means in Ptolemaic silver coin it would be
very base metal. It is dated in the 1st year of
Tiberius 14th of Epiphi, on the 20th July 14 A.D. It is
in bright fresh condition. A curious little plaited
figure of a horse made of palm leaf []
was found, exactly like the figures
& crosses which the Copts plait
now. Also a bunch of flowers
tied up, & hanging by a string to
dangle in a room, exactly like what is still blessed
& hung up in most houses to this day. These,
& a shaduf hook with a rope tied to it, are so
fresh that I should never have thought they were
ancient if I had seen them lying in a modern house.

[] Mem. this way of putting a sloping dash to separate
paragraphs is descended from the Greek scribes, who
used to put [] in the papyri between the
entries. There was no portrait next day; but
a mummy of a small girl with gilt & painted
face & foot coverings in perfect <& brilliant> condition &
of good work; also a woman with her, the
foot case smashed, & the facing cracked. I shall only
take off the head case. The girl I have boxed up
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complete. Then another mummy, with gilt
face, inlaid eyes, & glass edgings & eyebrows, probably
early Ptolemaic, in the original wooden coffin,
complete & perfect. As it is not heavy I think I
shall box it up, coffin & all, & bring it away; it
would be an excellent museum example.
Another mummy label, very sharp & well cut, in
wood, of a certain []
The mistake in repeating []
in [] is curious. A good lot of papyri
accounts & scraps turned up.

The museum inspector turned up today. The fellow
I saw before is deposed, & a new one is come in
his place, called Shaban. He belongs to the pyramid
village, & Muhd knows him well & speaks very
highly of him. He is a meek, honest-looking,
young fellow, & I liked him; so I shewed him
everything freely, telling him that I did not want
the Medineh folks to talk about it to the
dealers. While he was here there came up the
Shekh of Tutun, some 10 miles off, with a letter
from Sir Colin Moncrieff. Hi The business was
that the Shekh had been carrying stone for a
mosque; was stopped by the police: went &
saw Sir C. M., & who then wrote to ask if I
knew aught of the stones, or if they need be
preserved or were worthless. After a vast
quantity of talk I escaped from having to
spend a day going to see them, (which I could not
do with my work here) & fixed Shaban to
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go & inspect. It is his strict duty to do so; and
I was only appealed to in case I happened to
know the place already. After that was all
over I managed to make the box for my last
child, & get her stowed in. But what an
un boxing there will be!

An awful day of mummies. First thing, while
going my rounds before breakfast, I found
Muhd in a hole hauling out gilt-faced things. There
were two little girls, quite too splendaciously
gilt up; all head, bust & arms & feet of moulded
stucco gilt all over: all sorts of jewellery
moulded in relief on neck & arms & hands, &
inlaid with actual stones <on one of them>, 3 good sized onyxes,
2 agates, & a large polished green glass. The eyes
of both were inlaid also, & eyelashes of notched
copper foil [] inlaid. With them a woman with
gilt & coloured frontispiece, but broken. The girls
are really superior beings, as good work as one
could have in such a style. Then with them - most
interesting of all - was a woman with painted
portrait on canvas, & a boy also painted on canvas.
These are evidently the first stages of the system
of portrait painting; I say so because they are
the evident outcome of the painted & gilt canvas
covers of the body, such as the girls aforesaid
here; als al and also because they are here
found along with the previous style of gilt stucco
head & front pieces. The woman had the usual cross
wrapping [] with gilt knobs in hollows, but
no footcase. The boy was
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in a pink & gilt canvas wrapper covered with scenes
of a boy offering to the various gods. I was then fetched
over to a pit about 8 ft deep where they had come
on two boxes one a-top of the other, with hieratic
endorsement on the ends, & carpenters marks in
hieratic for the matching of all the main joints of the
frame. I opened the top one, & found a girl’s
mummy of inferior get up, being having a very poorly
moulded stucco cover, gilt & painted, but in a most
beautifully fresh clean condition; on the head was
a wreath of red roses, & two other wreaths in the box.
I took the mummy out & then we had a bother to
get the box up. The pit - like many others - is
made thus [] & the box coffin
has to be hauled up
slanting, as dotted.
This was jammed in
by the soft sand of the ground caving down on
one side. However I got it out; and an hour or
two later the lower one also - a woman in much
the same style. I think these are worth bringing
away box & all, they are so very clean & fresh.
Then hard by it another such tomb with a
round topped coffin [] which was stuffed
full of mummies. I went down &
took out three, two of them having had their heads
cut off by the end of the lid when it was opened to
stick in the last. I then tired of the occupation as
it was a smother of dust down in the hole, so
I set one of the men to finish it, & he brought up three
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more. They had more or less rotted gilt & painted
frontispieces. I am inclined to bring the coffin away;
as, though the side of the box is warped in, yet it is
a good complete example of the typical Egyptian
coffin. It has a long inscription all down the lid,
roughly painted in black: this names Osiris, Uati,
Isis, & Nebhat as all gods of the Fayum, & is for
the governor of the city (?), [], Petosiris Son of
Ra-en-mat. So here again we find a person in
late times called after Amenemhat III.

While I was looking after getting out another box
coffin, (body gone rot,) Muhd came past in
triumph bearing a small child with painted
panel portrait, of good work & in perfect condition,
the digger who followed him also bearing the
mamma with an equally good panel portrait,
unluckily part of the forehead & one eye damaged by
oil run from the brat above. There were also
one or two inferior turns out of boxes & rotted
mums, which I need not record. Sum total, four
portraits (making 33), two first rate gilt mummies,
& two second rate, four coffins (one inscribed on lid
& two endorsed in hieratic) & a large tin box full
of wreaths of red roses & other flowers, which I
hope may perhaps travel to England. A heavy turn
over for one day.

The amount of mummification of my premises is
embarrassing; all along the way to my tent the place
is so strewn with headless mummies, (for I take the heads
of all the portrait mummies that are not kept)
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that what with them, & boxes, & spare wood,
I can hardly get in & out. Omar sits of <on> a couple
of mummies stowed one on the other for a bench
[] & plays at counters with the gilt
buttons from mummy wrappings, on
the top of a coffin.

The plague of gilt mummies continues; but
happily with some variation. We opened a wide
pit which I thought was the mouth of a tomb
well; but soon they came on a mass of
mummies thrown in pell mell. There were
half a dozen or so, plain or with gilt face &
a decorated frontispiece; and on the top of them
were two immense things, life size figures, in
half-round. One a woman, with clad in the
stola, lying on a bier about 6 inches deep, all
made of canvas & stucco & gilt from top to toe:
the face smashed in by the stones shovelled in
over it. The other had been damaged about
the feet apparently in old times, & so it was carefully
cut off at the knees; but it is fully life size
or more, & the head is quite perfect & finely done,
with inlaid eyes: all gilt like the other. These
must have been the show pieces of the family
mummies when they were preserved, before
being carted off & shoved into this hole. When
tidied up & put on wooden frames to keep them
square & straight they will be striking pieces.
There is nothing like them in any museum I
remember. The style is more classical than
Egyptian in the drapery. If such things of Roman
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age were found in Italy, they would be thought
the wonders of the season. One coffin I opened,
& found a tiny child’s figure in it; I thought
I would take the painted cartonnage off it, but
on pulling away the dummy sandals, I found -
not infantile toes -, but a man’s knee joint. I
then pulled it to pieces, & found that the
undertaker had not troubled to mummify the
little brat at all; but had picked up three
old leg bones, & an old skull full of mud, &
with scraps of old wraps on it; & the rascal had
done them up tidily to satisfy the parental
feelings, & put on a little gilt head piece &
sandals to look proper. A pretty little round
top coffin came in today [] which I shall
bring away. On the inside of one head piece
(of cartonnage) of a child was is the inscription
[], & the same on
the pectoral decoration. This is interesting - not
only for the name - but as shewing that all
these gaudy & ignorantly painted cartonnages
of late time were probably made by Greeks &
not by Egyptians.

Next day happily we had no encumbrances; only a good
portrait of an old man, much like Julius Caesar, awfully
scraggy. With it half of a portrait of a girl, the upper
part being all rotted away. Mr Kennard & a friend
came over & are coming tomorrow; staying at
Medinet for a few days. He was much struck with
the full size gilt figures; and tells me that they
have only 5 portraits at Bulak, not so good as ours.
This today is our 34th.

Mrs Petrie, Bromley,
Kent.
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[XIII
11 - 17 March 1888.

We have had three quiet
days now without any portraits or special finds,
so I have been able to get on with box-making
for our past finds. Moreover the weather
is better; we have several days khamasin on &
off, generally on; & then three days of high
N.E. wind which blew up the dust, and was
cold. Now there is a moderate wester, and
the sun is full hot. I had a fearful lot of
timber at first for the boxes: Russian, which is
all of unequal widths, every pl board tapering
from say 9 to 7 1/2 inches, but not all of the same
taper. The extra trouble this gave was
outrageous; a box used to take three times as long
as with even wood. I have now got in alot
of Trieste wood which is regular & equal widths.
Those canopic jars require 4 boxes, as each
pair weighs about 1 cwt. when packed.

The only special finds were <(1)> a painter’s grave,
with 6 saucers of colours, blue, yellow, white, pink,
scarlet & brown-claret: these will give plenty
for analysis. I have kept his skull in hopes of
settling whether he was an Egyptian or a Greek.
(2) A tombstone roughly inscribed []
on limestone, of one Didymos
son of Torneutos apparently,
who died at 66; but his age is
not cut like the rest of the
inscripn but is scratched on afterwards.
A few more gilt & painted heads & fronts of mummy
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wrappings, of the usual degraded style, came in.
Happily my nose is nearly right again now;
but I have had it so sore & bleeding inside
that I have hardly known what to do; the constant
dust irritated the air passages, & - doubtless
helped with some bacterial mess or other - brought
them into quite a raw state. I had to anoint
the inside every few hours with carbolic oil, &
that has pretty well healed it up now. When
I put up the roofing timbers in the pyramid tunnel
the dust was smothering: every spoonful that
poured out of the joints of the bricks sent up a
cloud of fine dust as it ran to the ground.
After moving out any sand to get the wood
in, I had to retreat 20 ft, & lie flat on the
ground; the fresh air came in along the
floor, while I could watch the warmer air
streaming out along the roof bearing clouds
of dust. Of course much of this dust dropped
down as it travelled along the passage, & so
dusted the fresh air. I had thus to retreat several
times during putting in each piece of wood, thrice
a day. Happily for some time past I have
been clear of this trouble, as the bricks run
across the passage & so serve to hold each
other up [] so that the workman
goes on without my
needing to <do> more than look in
occasionally.
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For four days we have had no portraits,
only wretched things with gilt faces & painted
head pieces, very generally almost too rotten
to move. But at last they turned out a
charming portrait in perfect state as to
freshness & completeness, barring one bruize
on the neck. Moreover this young lady has
her name in gilt letters on a red band
across the chest. []
[], from which
I gather that fair Dēmōs died at 20, but
the nominative of <her father’s name> Daimnēstos I won’t guess at.
The style is very good; soft in effect, but bold &
masterly in execution, without either niggling
or audacious roughness. Furthermore in the
same grave was a small child’s mummy with
portrait also, in the same style, but a little
peeled in parts. This I keep intact, but Demos
is so heavy that I shall only bring her head; her
footcase is broken to pieces.

A quantity of carved wood things [], [], [], &c []
&c, of large size were found among a lot of rubbish,
& with them a carpenters drill, []
iron drill, wooden cylinder to turn by a drill bow, ending
in a knob which works in a wooden socket. From
the number of pieces (2 tats, 2 girdle ties, &c) and bits
of wood, & the drill, I rather think these are
remains of a carpenter’s & carver’s workshop. We find
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more double feathers [] than any other object here;
and as just such feathers are always drawn on the
head of the typical Osiris of the Fayum in the inscription,
I have no doubt that these all belong to Osiris statues.
We have several long dedications painted on wooden
coffins, which give the local mythology; & it is
peculiar that every god named is always said to be
[] “in the midst of the lake-land, or Fayum”.
Our finest digger, a splendid powerful active young
fellow, came to grief today; suddenly vomiting
blood, without any special exertion or cause apparently.
He wanted some medicine, of course; but I could
neither tell the cause or treatment, so I could only
diet him on very well boiled rice & some coffee,
without any sugar. Such I know to be good diet for
dysentery, so I could but try it for his bleeding,
though that is up in the stomach apparently. If it
comes on again I must try some opium on him.

Three portraits, almost or quite rotted & broken up,
came next day; and an excellent portrait of
a boy of about 14 <12>; this work rather flat in tone
but good & careful, and the condition clean &
perfect, barring a split in two across the face <(No 37)>. The
grain runs across, & not up & down, & from this and
the style I rather think this is one of the early ones.
A good piece of papyrus, complete except a few letters,
a narrow column of twenty lines or so, came in. A
good deal of patterned clothes has come in also
lately. Our pyramid tunnel is nearly done now;
we have come to brickwork descending into the ground,
probably around the central chamber; also a bit of stone.

Mrs Petrie, 8. Crescent Rd Bromley, Kent.
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[XIV
18 - 24 March 1888

Muhd having gone into
Medineh, with the weekly camel-load of mummies
&c; I went off for a walk, and to see what I
could find of a certain Tell Gurob. When at
Medinet a man brought me some charming
little amulets of the XVIII dyn, like those of Tell el
Amarna, from Tell G. Then two days afore
a man rode over from a farm near to say
that they had been finding fine scarabs at Tell
G., and offering to horse me & ride over. So
I set off <walking> as early as I could, for it promised to
be hot; the wind was E & S, which means
mischief. And hot it was. A day when all
the distance is fogged in a white haze, & all
the foreground flickers. I walked down the desert
edge to the N. end of the great dyke of Illahun
which dams the mouth of the Fayum. There at
the end of the dyke, near the pyramid of Illahun
I saw a number of rock cut tombs, which had
been opened, cut in thus; - []
and if these exist at 1/4
mile from the pyramid,
there are probably others nearer
to it in the hill. But the heat! It was a
day which reduced all dogma about drinking
boiled water to mere philosophic abstractions,
which had no point of contact with the realities
of life. A day when one thought not of glasses,
or jugs, or pails of water, but of nothing short
of canals & rivers, and when a whole lake
might have barely satisfied the imagination. Happily
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the Bahr Yusuf is about as respectable a source of
water as the Nile, and it was at hand all day.

Then I went all along the great dam, past
the village of Illahun, past the great loch which
admits the water to the Fayum, past the other
Hawara, (Hawaret Illahun or Hawara Eglan,)
&, still on the dyke <or> dam, enquired for Tell Gurob; I
found it at the extreme S. end of the dyke where
it joins the desert edge. All along the desert
for half a mile or so, & about 1 to 2 furlongs
inward, are low mounds of a town & a cemetery.
Every bit of pottery that I could date was of XVIII
dynasty, not a scrap of later stuff was to
be identified. All the varieties of the Tell el
Amarna pottery are there, slightly poorer
in quality, as becomes a small country town
instead of the capital, but still the same. This
alone is a valuable result as it carries the
styles of that pottery down to Middle Egypt, &
shews that they belonged to a period, & not to a
place only. A man I met there told me
that a lot of fine scarabs had been found
there a week or two ago, & one big one had
been bought for 72 piastres (15 s) by a dealer. From
the size he shewed it could only be one of Amenhotep
III, the lion hunt or tank inscriptions: agreeing
again with the date of XVIII dyn. I could not see
any site of a temple or large building, but I look
on this as a most valuable site to work, as good
for scientific results as Tell el Amarna. Here we
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can work out the remains of the XVIII & early
XIX dynasties without any confusion or distraction
of later remains. I returned up the part of S. side
of the Bahr Yusuf, crossing the stream by the
ferry boat at this Hawara (Hawaret el Makta);
& got back to my tent to find it at 109º. Of
course I backed into the coolest place, the skullery,
with massive mud brick sides & a non-conducting
roof of durra straw, where I could exist
in the comparative coolness of 94º.

Next day, first thing, an interesting portrait was
found <NN>: unfortunately about half of the paint is flaked
off, but the panel was not on the mummy,
but mounted in a frame, & placed on edge
beside the mummy in the grave. This shews
us how they framed their pictures; and I should
be inclined to have all our set of frames for the
portraits made on this pattern as it is very
practicable. It is a simple “Oxford” frame:
made of wood grooved out with two grooves. The
section is thus: []
the corner being
thus []
and the joining done by cutting two
mortise holes in the grooves of the top &
base pieces [] & cutting
corresponding
tenons in the
side pieces.
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It so happens that this pattern, with its double grooves,
just gives us an excellent pattern for glazing; the
front <front> groove, which was mere ornament of old,
being just the thing to hold the glass. The cord by
which it was hung-up in the house still remains
tied onto the corners []

Two curious little rude clay figures were found tied on to
little roles of papyri. I suspect the inscription in the
papyrus has nothing to do with the figures, but was
merely a bit of waste paper; but on the outside is a little
docket on each, in cursive Greek, one beginning [].
These are probably figures of incantation, buried with a
curse or a prayer. I write this in retreat in the
skullery where it is 86º already this morning. The sun
is scorching. Went to 94º afterwards, as yesterday.
On examining the picture frame I see that the front
groove is open all along the top, evidently to slide in
a cover over the picture. If this had been a wooden
lid to protect it, such would probably have been
buried with it, & not lost. It was therefore
probably for glass, which was broken & lost before
this was buried. Of course I presume that this - like
all the other portraits - was painted to be kept in
the house for years, until the survivors had had
enough of it. I have drawn the frame apart (as
it was only wedged, & not glued or pinned) so as to
take out the picture. That requires most careful
waxing, as the remaining paint is all loose,
flaking off. The frame on the other hand wants a
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stiff scrubbing & polishing, to take the sand & dirt
off. Then it can all be put together again.

In the afternoon another good portrait of a
young woman; in excellent condition barring a
split <in two> across the face, & a strange blur of the eyes.
I think it has been left out in a hot sun, which has
melted the dark wax of the eyes, & part of the drapery;
& then an unlucky smudge has transferred some
of this paint to the parts around. I think it might
be cleaned off. More gilt faced things: all
available space in my skullery is covered with
heads of cartona/<n>age [] (cloth & stucco) painted
and gilt, which we take off the mummies.
I suppose I must bring them all away, as they
will be worth something in England, in spite
of their hideously late style. I am not sure
but what their gilt gaudiness may be very
attractive to British Philistines.
A man was quite done for today with the sun,
and Belladonna did not seem to touch him; he was
panting quickly & hardly moveable. I kept his
head wet; but next day he was still useless,
& had to lie in the shade of the pyramid with a
dripping skull cap. A tiny boy was bowled
over the next morning, quite early, panting
likewise; but plenty of sopping on the head
improved him, & he likewise lies in the shade
of the pyramid. We shall have a hospital
there if this heat goes on. I keep under cover
from 9 1/2 to 3, and do as much as I can at 90º &
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over. I have not yet finished drawing (part
tracing) the paintings of the big sarcophagus. It is
a long job, but I want to do it now in
case it should be kept at Bulak, as I rather
hope it will. The journey & the damp of England
would be very bad for it, & the portraits
are more available to us. So I want
Grebaut to take it as the bulk of his share.
Therefore I want to have the material for
full size drawings of it, both to shew & to
photolithograph for publication.

A portrait of a young woman today <PP>, is in
good condition but needs cleaning, as the wax
oils of the mummy have run through the wood
& stuck on to it the dust & chips wh in which
it was buried. I worked off all I could, but it
is almost invisible from the darkening & dirt on
it. It will never come up bright, but I think it
will be tolerable.

An old man in the work came to me in dolours
about a tooth: it was quite loose, & aching violently
apparently being forced out by some mischief at
the root. This is a malady of the Arabs, as Said’s
front teeth all went all at once thus, & Dr Grant
took out some & saved the rest. I want to save
this one, as it is sound above; so I stuck some
strong carbolic solution down the socket with a
tooth pick. This stopped the pain; and I have had
to do the same twice since. The old fellow wants me
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to pull it out, but is appeased with carbolic. My
own troubles have been nothing worse than gashing
the side of my thumb to the bone, half through the
nail; so I had to do without it for four days, by
which time it was solid up again. I had rather do
this a dozen times than have a toothache.

One most striking find was made today. The first
example of printing, anticipating the block books.
Here on a papyrus is a large stamp <2 inches across> in red ink,
certainly produced by a cut stamp in relief, inked
& pressed on the papyrus. It reads <around> []
with a caduceus & some other indistinct signs in the
middle. Whether it is [] or [] <or []> is not clear;
it is either dated in the 37th year of a Ptolemy, or
else in the 204th or 230th year of some era. It
seems to be a government stamp on a document,
only as there is only one line of writing near it on a
good sized piece, it might be a seal on the outside
of a roll of <new> papyrus shewing that it had paid some
duty. However here is a clear case of printing
a seal with relief inscription with ink on a paper;
and that is a far nearer step to the block-books
than anything known before. I do not remember
any case of colour marking, or some gilding marking [?],
of inscriptions, by means of stamps in the ancient
world. It shews how near that marvellous
school that founded geometry & geography were to
founding printing as well.

Next day I had a passing visit from a Frenchman, &
an Italian (?) who had managed Genl Grenfell’s
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excavations at Thebes. They were much interested
in things, only as I could not know how they
stood to the dealers, I said nothing about all the
portraits. I turned out a mummy of a woman
in a roughly painted late sarcophagus. It was
curious for having about 60 horn armlets []
on the left arm, both upper & lower parts. Also a
small green scarab tied onto the finger, the first we
have found here. It is as hot as ever, 94º
in the skullery; but there is a light W. wind
which makes it more bearable out.

Zinc eye-water is much in request. Many
fellows come up to my tent continually, sit down, turn
their heads backwards; & then I pull their eyes
open & dab in a drop of lotion, work it about, &
they then move aside, & give place to another.
Sometimes there is a crowd of them after it is
over, all sitting squat, wagging their heads,
screwing up their eyes & sighing. Then many ask
for a pinch of sulphate of zinc to mix at home for
other folks; and when I once began distributing
little packets every man & boy feels himself
defrauded if he does not get what is to be had for
nothing: at last I have to protest that it is not
sweetmeats, & shut up the business.

My old tins are greatly in request, but I always
make a scramble for them, generally in the dusk
or moonlight as that vastly increases the
fun; no one can quite see the tin, & there is
a blind rush for the supposed place where it
fell. The distribution is looked forward to way before
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hand, and there are anxious enquiries if there
is to be a fantasiyeh to night. If they expect
one there is a vague crowding & expectation, like
folks waiting for fireworks, & no one likes to
leave my tent until I come out kassiterophoros
& begin shying. When there is only one the struggle
is awful; a pell mell mass of boys each striving
to drag the others off, & get down to the primitive
finder who is beneath it all hugging the tin, &
who at last comes out capless & in a state of mind
in which he makes blind rushes at everyone as
his enemy.

Next day was heavy. Three portraits <QQ RR SS>, unhappily
all in poor condition, though presentable. A
gilt face cartonnage with inscription in raised
gilt letters across the head
[] <20 years>
This is very solid and well made, and in
good condition. Also another gilt face, with
the inscription in ink on one of the bandages
[]. Then,
a couple of graves together with an unusual quantity
of toys, &c; little boxes, a model bedstead, little
wooden toilet pots, alabaster vaselets, four
small glass phials, a quantity of hair-net, some
small baskets, beads, fire spindles, <two combs,> several pair
of sandals, some with little gilt sliding clutches
on the cords; a small painted box with birds &
fruit (just like work 1750 - 1800) and an exquisite
seated monkey in blue & green glaze, beside many
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other little things. Then another tomb with two
long grey phials [] and four small white ones [].
Two other phials from tombs, and a quantity of
pieces of papyri, &c, &c, fill up the day’s finds.
I had just made a box to hold four gilt heads
& gooded myself on beginning to clear them off;
& here I am landed with two more. It is too
hot to do anything in the middle of the day, so
I can hardly get time for box making &
packing. I have to cut out a box in the hour
before sunset, & then make it by lantern
light.

Next day I went to Medinet for cash, going
early, dropping in on Hewat while at breakfast,
with two pleasant young fellows staying with
him, & getting back by 10 1/2. I then had to go
round the men till noon which was awful. The
heat has been steadily piling up, until it blew
hard at 105º today. It is only the wind which
makes it endurable, as one’s condition can but be
described as one big wet bulb thermometer, and
the stiffer the wind the more rapid the cooling. A
portrait <UU> turned up this afternoon buty in a bad
state, somewhat split & scaled. It had a border
laid round it, made of gilt stucco, with vine
pattern in relief. But it had evidently seen its
best days before it was buried, & been broken &
split while above ground. This confirms what
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I had before suspected that these portrait mummies
were not only kept sometime in the house, but
they were the worse for wear before they were
put out of sight.

The next day another portrait <VV> TT, which is in fair
condition, & of good work. This brings us up to
46, excluding those which must be called
fragmentary. All of these will be frameable as
pictures, more or less damaged, when they have
been cleaned. After paying off the men I went
into the pyramid tunnel to cool. Here at 78º
as I write this one can think & act; but on going
out it seems of as if the world had caught fire,
the blowing at 106º feeling scarcely endurable
at first. The tunnel has two disadvantages,
it is too narrow to do anything in but sit still, &
is swarms with fleas from the workmen so that
I have to sit with a big pot of insect powder
open at hand to rub in continually.

After super, which of course I have had out in
the open, bareheaded, the wind is still up to 89º.
I shall sleep out to night by the tent, so that
I can turn in if I find it chilly. I hoped from the
clouds that the wind was going to the N., but
they now shew the same SW that we have
had all the week. It is “cruel hot”.

I have received copies of Season in Egypt 1887
from Tuer; so I hope my friends at home
will have seen it also by this time. I have
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lately dispatched proofs of Tanis II back to
England which have not had the corrections
inserted which I made in the first proof
I saw of it. So that is practically still in
1st proof state. When it will be out seems
to be still in the dim future. And now
I have the succeeding year’s work of 1887
already published. That Committee!!

XIV.
Mrs Petrie,

8. Crescent Rd

Bromley,
Kent–
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XV.
March 25 – 31 1888.

Just after Muhd started for
Medineh, with the usual weekly camel & boxes,
there came up a rush of north winds, all the
country in a dust with it. It died down, however,
& for an hour or two I feared we were still in for
the S.W. which had lasted a week. The N. returned
however & blew a refreshing cool breeze at 84º
which was such a relief after the 90s & 100s
that we have had, that I felt up to anything.
It cooled down to 72º by the evening, & I had
to wear a coat once more instead of going
about with open shirt as heretofore.

Next day there was no portrait nor gilt face;
by but a good papyrus, a roll about 5 x 18
ins, of accounts, complete: also fragments as
usual. Also a wooden tablet of one Bobastous
who seems to have lived by Thermuthiac gate
at Arsinoe. []

Cork soles are no novelty, for here a pair of
shoes with cork soles about ¾ inch thick, & purple or
gilt leather uppers, came in today. The leather is
mainly rotted away, but the cork is sound still.
Next day, first thing, a portrait of a man <WW>, in
tolerable condition when cleaned. It has a gilt wreath
painted on it, like that on a previous picture. Also a
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relief border of gilt vine pattern. There were two
other portraits hopelessly gone, in the same
grave; 6 or 7 bodies in all, some heads E. some W.
all in one hole – a family clearance. Then
later on came a very good portrait of a man,
in fresh condition, & only the worse for a few
scratches about the neck in ancient times. Of course
the usual daily supply of pieces of papyri came in.
On the wrapper of the last portrait was the
name []
Again an Egyptian & not a Greek or Roman name.
Only a completely rotted portrait next day; but
the mummy of it had a stucco gilt front from head to
foot, all with relief scenes of offering. Unluckily the
canvas base is quite rotted so that it will be
impossible to remove the stucco. I am contemplating
if anything can be done to carry off some
portions: possibly pasting sheets of paper over it
may secure it sufficiently to travel. The mummy
is so heavy that it would break up the stucco if
it travelled.

There was however a tomb of gilt faces; and
though all the head pieces are damaged, they are
interesting as being named on the heads
[] painted or written on
carved in & gilt
    “        “       “
From which I infer that these are the three children
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of one Herakles, Syros, Ision (died at 32), &
Mareis (died at 21). With them was another gilt
face, less elaborate, unnamed & da broken, &
a plain wrapped mummy, which I conjecture to be
those of Herakles & his wife. The three are of
very good work of its kind, the faces carved as
thin masks of wood worked in with the stucco &
canvas & all gilt. They have had inlaid stone
eyes, but all of these have been dropped out before
burial, & sundry other damages also happened
then. This lot together, in such a condition, would
alone suffice to prove that these elaborate
mummies were kept long above ground.

Then another tomb of little things. A glass flask
& 5 flaskets, two in blue glass. A mirror of
thin tinned copper, slightly convex, & still bright, in
its wooden case complete, probably a toy. A
marvellous little wretch of a stuffed doll, with a shirt
on, & a chignon of real hair. Two wooden pots,
turned: a copper wire chain bracelet, & other little
things.

Strange to say another stuffed doll turned up to
day from quite a different region. Also a good
piece of patterned open netting, like so called “lace”
curtain work. Also a quantity of very bright
& good purple embroideries. These, with a blue
dog, & the usual handful of papyri, fill up the
days finds.

For two days we have had but one rotten portrait.
A damaged gilt head, however, is of great interest
from the name, []
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Inscribed on the back of the head band. There can
hardly be a doubt that [] is a mistake
for [] = Flavius; and in any case this man
was called after Titus: born therefore about his time
he may have died about 120 A.D.. This very closely
dates these gilt head cases; and if we put
them to 50 to 750, A.D. it cannot be far wrong. This
is a reasonable range, as hieroglyphics were then
forgotten, the inscribed parts being all fudge or
blanks. Hence they can hardly be much earlier. Nor,
from all the portrait series having to follow them
before the decadence of art, can they be much
later. A good glass vase [], and a wooden toy
bird with wheels in place of wings; a demotic
tombstone, and the usual handful of scraps of
papyri & armful of embroidered stuffs (including one
monstrous gay garment), about fill up our tale.
A small tablet of Egyptian scenes of offering, but
with a long Greek inscription, unhappily nearly all
lost, came next day. Also a block of a lintel
of a tomb, or piece of edge of a raised tomb, with
[] (Demetrius 10 years old), too
heavy to be worth removing. Saturday is always
a very short day as most leave in the morning.
In the pyramid, I believe we have been running
along the edge of the chamber pit, the section for
some way being thus [] The wall on
our side & the drop down of the rock floor on the other
makes me think we are skirting the edge of the chamber pit.
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XVI
1 - 7 April 1888

A bright 1st of April I hope at home
& many more to follow. Happily a cool cloudy
moist N. wind came up on Monday; for though
we have not had any more S.W., yet the last
three days have been close & hot, and I had got
some fever & cold from the chills inevitable when
rapid evaporation is Nature’s prime necessity.
I had lately made a light travelling case for the
precious portraits to go with me by hand; but
when I came to putting them in I found that
several - including the most beautiful of all -
were in a very touchy state, the paint scaling
off & all loose. So I concluded that I must
wax all the shaky ones; and to my relief I
have done it without a single smudge: and these
are now safe against anything but violence,
- “as tight as wax”. Any overheating before
putting fresh <melted> wax on, blisters & frizzles the
paint; and overheating, or long heating, after
the wax is added makes the old wax
dissolve in the sea of the new & run anywhere.
So it is a risky business, but it is far the
most satisfactory process when done; the new
wax soaks the wood a little & amalgamates with
the old wax perfectly; which as to its permanence
we may judge from the preservation of these
portraits. The wax is thoroughly genuine, bought
of Arabs in Medineh, all cast in little lots by
villagers in the native brass cooking vessels.
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At the pyramid the state of things was that we
were near the middle, & had sunk down
some 8 ft below the base outside to the native
rock. On examining the cutting (which has
two false roofs put in in case of falls) I found
[] that one side of it
was a solid brick wall,
without any sand joints,
for about 2 or 3 ft high from the rock. This
must be a wall built before the body of the
pyramid; our passage ran along a ledge
W. of the wall which I have found slopes down
in the west. On cutting in westwards I found
that the ground & brick courses d slope down to
the W. so although we are so much below
base already there is still a fall; the section
being thus []. So now I am running
due W. at right angles.
Although I am still 10 ft or so <N.> from the middle, yet
as this wall has run for some 20 ft already
we must be abreast of whatever chambers
are in the pit. I expect the arrangement was
thus in building []
a slope down & a wall around
the building pit to keep back
dust & sand
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From finding the wall so far N of the middle I think
there may be two chambers one after the other, as at
Dahshur []. As time is getting on, and I want
to be moving in three weeks
or so, I altered the arrangements. The old
fellow who had pottered on with the passage
so far, I have set on to night work with
1 1/4d extra per night; while day work is taken by
each of the other men in rotation. They do not
much like it, & would not none of them give
up metre-work for it permanently, but they
do not mind one day each. Then to stir them
all up I have promised 10s to whoever finds
the masonry first, & 10s more to whoever
gets through into the inside first. As there is
this rotation of men, everyone feels the stimulus
of the chance of 10s, & is inclined to spurt in
order to try to secure it. So now the work
goes on night & day, with a great consumption
of candles.

A very interesting portrait turned up today,
proving my supposition that panel portraits were
developed from painted canvas portraits. Here is
a mediocre portrait of a lady, done in the hard
outlined style of the canvas mummy covers with
scenes of offerings. But not only a head, but the
arms also placed exactly as in the gilt face
cases, & holding a garland, & with bracelets on
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exactly as on those cases. In short this is just a
reproduction on painted canvas of the regular
type of the last latest gilt bust mummy cases.
So here the earliest painting links on completely
to the last stage of mummy cartonnage, &
the series is complete. Another canvas portrait
in very bad state accompanied it: too bad to
be No 50, so I still rest short of my jubilee.

The next day was a concentration of pleasures,
which if properly beaten out would have sufficed
to gild a fortnight. First thing a messenger
appeared with a letter from Schliemann, saying
that he & Virchow and Schweinfurth were
all coming over. So I got some things handy
to shew, & went off on my rounds; there I found
a baby crocodile & the part of a wooden handle of
an incense offerer (?) with a crocodile in relief
carved on it. Then a boy came with report of
a portrait, & before I could reach it the party
arrived. Schliemann, short, round-headed, roundfaced,
round-hatted, great round-goggle-eyedspectacled,
cheeriest of beings; dogmatic, but always
ready for facts. Virchow a calm, sweet faced man,
with a beautiful grey beard. Schweinfurth a
bronzed, bony, powerful fellow of “uncertain age”,
an infatuated botanist. They were all three much
interested in the work in different ways. The Iliad
papyrus for Schliemann, the plant wreaths for


